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Shoreline Engineering Project for Luxury Development Threatens
Neighboring Beaches, Wildlife
INTRODUCTION:
In the last two months, Hurricanes Florence and Michael have battered
communities across the South, wreaking havoc on oceanfront properties
with high winds, storm surge and inland flooding. The damage caused
by the storms exposes the inherent risks of building on our vulnerable
coastlines. As extreme weather continues to intensify throughout the
Southeast, one of Georgia’s premiere coastal resorts is proposing to sell
eight lots for building luxury homes along “the Spit,” a narrow strip of
ecologically-sensitive land on the southern end of Sea Island. With the
price tag for these lots in the $3 to $8 million range, the private developer
contends it needs to construct a rock “groin,” a wall built perpendicular to
the beach, to protect the lots. State and federal regulators have given this
project the green light in spite of the fact that any houses built on the spit
will be highly vulnerable to hurricanes and other extreme weather events.

THE WATER BODY:
Georgia’s coast has become a world-renowned vacation destination.
Our healthy waters and pristine beaches are a major draw for tourism,
supporting more than 24,000 jobs and contributing over $1.2 billion to
Georgia’s economy. Meanwhile the surrounding landscape of sand beaches,
endless salt marshes and barrier islands provides habitat for 71 high priority
animal species and 91 high priority plant species. The estuarine waters serve
as nurseries for 70 percent of the species of fish and shellfish harvested off
the Georgia coast, supporting commercial and recreational fisheries
that contribute some $400 million to Georgia’s economy. Sea Island
itself serves as an important nursery for threatened and endangered
sea turtles and critical habitat for numerous shorebirds.

THE DIRT:
In addition to attracting visitors from across the state and beyond,
the region’s natural beauty and rich coastal resources have spurred
intense development pressures. If not for the location amidst Georgia’s
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beautiful barrier islands, the Spit would likely be the last place you’d
want to build a multi-million dollar home. But Sea Island intends to
construct the groin, as well as build 1,200 feet of new sand dunes
and beach to make them more attractive, a project that will involve
dredging sand from the ocean floor.
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) has acknowledged that
groins have often been misused and can cause significant erosion.
In fact, the Corps has established that an existing groin on Sea Island
has contributed to the accelerated erosion of the very beachfront
Sea Island Acquisitions is now attempting to “rebuild.” Since its
construction in 1990, the groin has caused hundreds of feet of
beaches and dunes south of the structure to be eaten away.
Coastal experts argue that the project will jeopardize the ecological integrity of the Spit and prevent the natural
movement of sand to other coastal areas, potentially further diminishing beaches on nearby St. Simons Island.
In addition to increased shoreline erosion, the development could disrupt nesting sites for federally endangered
loggerhead and other sea turtles and impact habitat for shorebirds and migratory species. In 2017, the Western
Hemispheric Shorebird Reserve Network named Georgia’s barrier islands as a “landscape of hemispheric importance.”
Despite the Corps’ own concerns about the harmful impacts caused by groins and public outcry over the project from
local residents, conservation groups, elected officials and wildlife officials, the federal agency approved Sea Island
Acquisition’s plans in September.
As extreme weather events, sea level rise and related shoreline retreat are increasingly impacting the Georgia coast,
it’s critical to look to solutions that will provide the greatest benefit to the environment and to the people and
wildlife that depend on healthy shorelines and beaches. Georgia’s coastal resources are far too important to risk on
poorly-planned development decisions.

WHAT MUST BE DONE:
With both state and federal environmental permits in hand, Sea Island Acquisition is poised to build the groin and
begin marketing their eight luxury lots. Coastal and state leaders need to make sure that this type of harmful project
is not repeated in other places along the coast, especially when it is designed to protect areas on which houses should
not be built.

Top: Georgia’s coastal barrier islands and the beaches and
dunes that front them are the state’s first line of defense
against extreme weather events. They buffer inland communities from the ravages of hurricanes. Above right: An
aerial view of Sea Island’s existing groin shows how it has
accelerated erosion of the beach to its south. The luxury
home lots that Sea Island wants to develop would be located
on this narrow spit of land.
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